ORC Limited
Regulation 29.1

A submission from the Executive Committee

Proposal:
29.1 ISAF recognizes the ORC LTD as the sole authority to manage and administer:

(a) the "ORC International" measurement, handicapping/rating system, and the associated regulations, with consent given by USSAILING. The ORCi is developed from, and is the successor to the IMS rating system.

(b) the International Measurement System (IMS) of rating and the IMS regulations with the consent given by US Sailing;

(b) the ORC Club Rule and the ORC GP Rules.

(b) the ORC Club Rule; The ORC Grand Prix Rating system and Classes, The IOR Rule; The ILC rule and Classes;

Current Position:
As above.

Reason:
1. To recognize that the rule previously known as IMS is now evolved and renamed the Offshore Racing Congress International (ORCi) rule.
2. To recognize that the IOR rule and the ILC Rule and Classes are no longer active
3. To recognize that the ORC has developed the ORC GP Rules and Classes.